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Wellbeing 
Resources
Integrating your point 
solutions ecosystem

Vendor categories
Financial
• Retirement planning
• Education assistance
• Paycheck advances 

and budgeting

Health care  
navigation
• Virtual care
• Expert medical 

opinion
• Navigation

Engagement hubs  
and point solutions
• Engagement hub 
• Clinical conditions
• Emotional

Voluntary benefits
• Supplemental 

medical
• Protection

We understand you need something that’s easy to implement. And your employees need something that’s easy to access. 
That’s why our solution will integrate with the vendors you choose, on the BenefitConnect platform your employees are 
familiar with. Using established data exchange standards, vendor promotion, and best practices, we showcase the value 
of the benefits you provide to your employees.

Elevating the employee experience by creating additional opportunities to enroll, promote vendors and increase 
engagement easily.

• Maggie visits BenefitConnect to make an election update 
based on her recent address change.

• A targeted promotion for Accolade asks her if she needs 
help finding new doctors as a result of her recent move.

• George receives notification to update his beneficiaries, 
while visiting self-service he notices he has free financial 
coaching available.

• George visits myFITage to see what changes he may need 
to make to be in good financial health for his desired 
retirement age of 67.
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About WTW
At WTW (NASDAQ: WTW), we provide data-driven, insight-led solutions in the areas of people, risk and capital. Leveraging the global view and 
local expertise of our colleagues serving 140 countries and markets, we help you sharpen your strategy, enhance organizational resilience, 
motivate your workforce and maximize performance. Working shoulder to shoulder with you, we uncover opportunities for sustainable success —  
and provide perspective that moves you. Learn more at wtwco.com.

Leveraging application programming interfaces (APIs), your employees can quickly access the information they need — 
such as wellness credits, year-to-date claims and required actions.

• Julie recently joined Bizco and completed her new hire enrollment.  
She visits BenefitConnect to confirm her coverage and sees a  
notification to register for her Castlight account but takes no action.

• Two weeks later, Julie receives a text message. She clicks the link  
which takes her directly to BenefitConnect. There she sees an alert  
to register for Castlight. She clicks on the notification and is directly  
connected to the Castlight registration page.

• John visits BenefitConnect in October for Annual Enrollment.  
He sees that he has only earned $300 of his $500  
eligible incentives. John visits Virgin Pulse and  
completes a wellbeing activity.

• It’s now November 15th and John still has unearned  
wellbeing incentives. He receives an email informing  
him that he has $100 left to earn before the deadline.

Need help selecting vendor partners?
Design a wellbeing experience that allows you to fill the gaps in your benefit portfolio with the right point solution 
vendors that meet your organization’s strategic goals. Offer your participants health benefit options that make finding 
the right care, at the right time, easy — setting you apart from your competitors. That’s the integrated and personalized 
experience Wellbeing Solution Connect brings to you and your employees.

Our proprietary tool, Vendor Profiler, lets us work together to identify and recommend 
the right point solution vendors that deliver organizational value to you and elevate the 
employee experience for your participants.

• Dynamic resource: A repository of hundreds of point solutions continually evolving 
to add new and changing vendors and to capture the most current data, service 
comparisons and solution differentiators 

• Backed by advisory expertise: In-depth analysis of solutions based on WTW’s strategic point 
of view, market intelligence and implementation experience

• Employee-centric insights: Recommendations framed around delivering organizational 
value and elevating the employee experience with your health benefit plan


